Terms and Conditions of Sale

Booking
The booking is effective upon reception of the confirmation sent by the camping. This confirmation
must be presented upon your arrival. This contract is nominative, strictly personal and nontransferable. The tenant accepts the pitch as it stands (trees, plantations…). You must be able to
justify at all times during your stay of your coverage by a public liability insurance.
The amount of the reservation fee is 10 €.

Rental
Pitch rental:
The rental of each pitch starts at 2 PM the day of arrival and ends at 12 AM the day of departure.
Days are counted per night spent. In case of late check out, an additional day will be charged. The
pitch must be freed and left in its initial state at the end of the stay. Any preference stated at the
time of booking will be satisfied according to availability, without the campsite being held
responsible.
Accommodation rental:
Rentals during the high season cannot be less than one week. Each week starts on Saturday at 4 PM
and ends the following Saturday before 10 AM. In all cases, the exit survey will have to be planned in
advance with approval from the management according to the availability of the staff. People who
wish to leave on the day before must imperatively vacate before 7 PM. The sheets, pillow cases and
towels are not provided. The reordering and cleaning of the premises is of your responsibility. A
security of 300 € will be deposited upon arrival and restored at the end and the stay, after possible
deduction of missing material or necessary repair costs. In case the premises are not left perfectly
clean, a fixed fee of 60 € will be retained. The number of people indicated in our price list represents
the maximum capacity of our accommodations. A request to exceptionally exceed this number of
people (children and babies included) is always subject to the prior acceptance of the management
and will be invoiced according to the applicable rates. It is strictly forbidden to pitch tents or arbours
on the plot or terrace of the accommodation. It is also forbidden to smoke inside the
accommodations, as a courtesy, and for reasons of security and hygiene. Any preference stated at the
time of booking will be satisfied according to availability, without the campsite being held
responsible.

Pricing

Indicated prices include VAT. They do not include:


the tourist tax: 0.33 € / adult /night



the household waste removal tax: 0.22 € / person / night



the pets

Security deposit
A security deposit of 300 € (bank check only) will be requested on arrival. Any object that is broken or
lost will be invoiced. An exit survey will be done before your departure and your security deposit
check will be returned the week after.
You are required to leave the premises perfectly clean. If otherwise, the cleaning will be invoiced
60€.

Payment

The camping accepts payments by credit card, check, cash and holiday vouchers.
The camping is labelled VACAF.
An advance payment of 52 € (including 10 € of reservation fee) will be requested upon booking of a
camping pitch. For the rentals, an advance payment of 30 % of the total price will be requested upon
booking of your accommodation.
The balance of the stay will be due 1 month before the start date of the stay.

Cancellation
If your cancellation (only in case of proven force majeure: medical condition, etc.) reaches us in
writing at least 2 months before your arrival, the advance payment will be refunded at 100%;
between 1 and 2 months, at 50%, and within less than 1 month before arrival, the advance will
remain acquired to the owner.
Under no circumstances can the booking fee be refunded.
You can, if you wish, subscribe a cancellation insurance (contact us).
If you not take possession of the accommodation on time, the management reserves the right to relet the unit if it is not occupied within 24 hours following the scheduled start date of your stay.
You cannot claim a discount in case of check-out before the scheduled final date of your stay.

Liability
The liability of the camping, within the limits of its legal liability, is not engaged in case of:


Theft, loss or damage of any kind, during, or as a result of the day.



Failure of disabling of technical equipment, failure or closure of the installations of the
camping. The camping reserves the right to modify the conception and installations of the
camping.



Damage caused or suffered by the vehicles of the campers, parked or moving inside the
camping.

Claims
Claims must be reported directly to the staff of the camping during the stay. If no claim is reported
during this period, the service provided by the camping shall be deemed to meet requirements.

Pets
Pets are admitted provided that they are kept on the leach. The owners are liable for all damage
caused by their pets. They are also responsible for cleaning up any soiling caused by their pets.

Image rights
During their stay, vacationers might be photographed or filmed within the camping for production of
advertising media. In case they wish to refuse to be filmed, they must express their refusal by writing
to the management of the camping.

Personal data
According to the Data Protection Act N°78-17 of January 6 th, 1978, as amended, the client is informed
that personal data or personal information marked as mandatory and collected as part of the
booking process are needed to ensure the execution of the latter.

